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Event marketing occupies a unique space in a marketing team structure. On one hand, 
event marketing is critical for high-performance marketing teams to connect and engage 
with a core group of responsive prospects and current customers. On the other hand, 
event marketing is often expensive and, in many cases, focuses very heavily on the top  
of the funnel and not enough on down-stream marketing efforts. 

For this reason (among others), executive interest in marketing events has spiked 
sharply, especially over the last year or so. Many marketing teams went through a  
period of crisp budget cutting, and for event marketing teams focused mainly on 
bringing in new leads, projects were abruptly shut down. It can be difficult for  
executives to grasp the full complexity and necessity of event marketing initiatives 
without the right metrics to explain things to them. 

With this step-by-step guide, your team can  
effectively present event marketing ROI to  
executives, ensure they understand the bottom  
line of what these metrics are saying, and  
set the stage for ongoing success. 

 
WHY THIS STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE?



SET THE STAGE BY EXPLAINING WHAT METRICS    
YOU’RE USING TO DETERMINE ROI

Discussing specific event marketing metrics within the  
scope of larger team goals can help executives relate  
back to projects they are more familiar with. 

Imagine for a minute that you had no marketing experience and heard the term ‘event 
ROI’. There are so many different things – from the number of people at a booth to the 
number of attendees on a webinar to the number of pens sent out as follow ups—that 
could be associated with this term. 

Even if your executive team is well-versed in the ways of marketing, you should use a 
few minutes at the start of your ROI presentation to set the stage. Starting  
at the beginning ensures everyone is on the same page—and has the same  
understanding about—the different metrics and numbers that will be discussed. 

One easy way to think of this first step is to share how your marketing event ties back 
to your larger marketing team (and company-wide) goals. Are you trying to increase 
revenue by 20% this year? Is a company goal to drive 100% customer  
retention? Are you looking to expand customer accounts by 3 new features each? All 
of these corporate-level goals can be directly related to a specific marketing goal, 
which is driven at a detailed level by your events. 

STEP 1



BRAND AWARENESS: 
How far was your brand’s ‘reach’ during 
your event? Modern marketing initiatives 
deal heavily with brand awareness, reach, 
and getting a brand name and reputation 
out there. 

LEAD GENERATION: 
How many new contacts did you collect 
during the event? Depending on your 
company’s sales process, lead generation 
can include anything from new contacts to 
current customers who are looking for 
more information on a specific feature.  

THERE ARE A FEW TRIED-AND-TRUE METRICS 
YOUR TEAM SHOULD BE PREPARED TO DISCUSS 
WITH YOUR EXECUTIVE TEAM. 

SOME OF THESE BIG-PICTURE METRICS INCLUDE:
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WEBSITE DOWNLOADS AND/OR TRAFFIC:
How many people went online to learn more 
about your brand during your event? Since more 
marketing events are taking place online this year, 
event marketers are turning to online traffic, 
content downloads, and website engagement 
to measure interest. 

OPPORTUNITY NURTURING: 
How many new contacts did you collect 
during the event? Depending on your 
company’s sales process, lead generation 
can include anything from new contacts to 
current customers who are looking for 
more information on a specific feature.  

BIG-PICTURE METRICS CONTINUED . . . 



RELATE THESE METRICS BACK TO NUMBERS THAT 
EXECUTIVES CAN UNDERSTAND

Behind every single strategic decision made at an executive  
level there needs to be hard numbers (or preferably dollars) 
driving these decisions. 

Sure, telling an executive team that tracking brand awareness can help measure ROI is 
a good starting point. But what will this actually tell them? Executives are notoriously 
numbers-driven, and this is for good reason. 

For this reason, event marketers should look to relate ROI metrics back to  
numbers that executives can actually understand and work with. For the  
metrics outlined above, sample calculations include:
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BRAND AWARENESS: 
This number measures your brand’s ‘reach’ during 
an event, so the numbers here are all related to 
impressions. Your ROI can include paid media and/
or online impressions, organic mentions, search 
engine reach, social media mentions, and press 
mentions. Brand awareness can be a really great 
metric to bring up with executives as a gateway to 
talking about new press and event opportunities in 
the future. 

LEAD GENERATION: 
Traditionally, lead generation is all about capturing 
event attendee data and information. If you’re high-
lighting virtual event ROI for your executive team, 
these numbers can include landing page comple-
tions, attendees who are new to your database, 
registrations, and even hand-raises from prospects 
or customers. 



WEBSITE DOWNLOADS AND/OR TRAFFIC: 
This metric actually serves as a great way to measure 
both brand awareness and lead generation, as well as 
pure organic reach. Event marketers should turn to 
Google Analytics to see online traffic information and 
their CMS to measure content downloads and/or form 
fills, as well as email clicks, social media clicks, and 
other engagement metrics for a more detailed look 
at traffic. 

OPPORTUNITY NURTURING: 
As in traditional event marketing, opportunity nurturing 
for virtual events requires a key overlap between 
marketing and sales teams. As part of your executive 
presentation, bring in a sales representative to help 
present the numbers around prospect conversations, 
follow-up meetings, questions and inquiries, and 
demo requests.

In many situations, narrowing down the field of what to measure for event ROI is 
a feat in its own right since there are so many areas of necessary focus. Once you 
have your numbers outlined, calculate the ‘return’ associated with each area of 
focus. Then, you can use the overall event budget to calculate the ROI for each of 
these sections, making ROI easier to understand.  



HELP THEM VISUALIZE THE ROI

Showing visible proof  
of the success of these 
virtual channels can help  
get executives on board 
with less traditional 
events in a time when  
thinking outside the  
box is necessary. 

For most executive teams, quick and easy is the name of the game. Reading a  
PowerPoint slide or reviewing an Excel sheet once a month won’t have the same  
impact as, say, a detailed executive-level dashboard with real-time insights.  
Make the most of your meeting by preparing a detailed analysis of the ROI  
metrics you’ve gathered. 

Delivering executive-level visibility into event marketing ROI has become even  
more critical as marketing teams have made the huge pivot to virtual-first events. 
Tracking ROI is no longer as simple as counting heads at a booth, for example.  
Instead, new products, platforms, and integrations are required to market events,  
host events, and track participants and follow-ups.  
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OFFER STRATEGIES FOR ONGOING SUCCESS  
MOVING FORWARD

Executives are known for looking ahead, and just seeing event marketing ROI  
numbers won’t be enough to impress the most discerning among them.  
 

One of the most important aspects of event marketing ROI 
numbers is to deliver confidence in the decisions marketing 
teams are making about where to invest their event dollars. 
 
In addition to presenting your event marketing ROI metrics, use this information  
to inform a strategic plan for event marketing success moving forward. 

What might this look like? Let’s say your team has been investing in virtual  
conferences as a way to engage with new leads and connect with a handful of  
prospects who may be in attendance. In addition, your team has been hosting  
webinars that are advertised through more organic channels like your website  
and on social media. After looking at the numbers, your team determines that  
these ongoing webinars—which have startup costs close to zero because your  
team has already invested in the required technologies—are actually driving  
more leads than the virtual conferences. As part of your executive presentation,  
discuss a few webinar ideas you have for the upcoming reporting period and  
state your goals out loud for executive-driven accountability. 

ROI  
SUCCESS 

STEP 4



As event marketing becomes an increasingly important part of any market-
ing strategy, it’s up to marketing teams to be prepared for the executive 
conversations that are sure to come down the road. By gathering your team 
goals early on (these team goals will become your metrics starting point 
down the road), putting the time and effort into an executive-focused 
dashboard, and offering up ideas for the future—not just the results from 
the past—can help your team make it over the event hump and ensure 

you’re running the most effective, efficient events possible. 

BE PREPARED



ABOUT CIRCA

Circa is the event marketing cloud. Use Circa to drive more B2B sales 
from your marketing events. Get real-time ROI for any event and drive 
your event strategy with automated recommendations and predictive 
ROI for future events. Automate your event marketing channel and 
integrate it with your technology stack.

circa.co


